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Dedicated to Professor M. KatStov on his seventieth birthday

Problems have always fascinated me. I will discuss here a few problems:
they are not equally difficult nor equally fundamental but are problems I have worked on or would like to work on.
We begin with a purely set theoretic question asked by Dowker in 1955
(one recognizes the normal, not collectionwise normal topological pathology
in it). Does there exist a set X and filter F on X having the following properties?
(1) If f:X—*F, then there is x + y in X with x ef(y) and ycf(x), but
(2) if Y c X , then there is f:X—*F such that, for all xe(X-Y) and y c
6.Y, either x<£f(y) or yt£f(x).
It was already known to Dowker [I) that a counterexample must have cardinality greater than u>,. The answer to a related problem is found in 12),
but there are no partial results known on this problem.
A trio of fundamental set theory questions which are also interesting
topologically are the L-space, co*= w*,, and box product problems: Is there a regular, hereditarily Lindelof, nonseparable space (called an L-space)?
We would like a "real" L-space or a model for ZFC containing no L-space, for
we know many models of ZFC contain L-spaces. (The related S-space problem has
been solved [31 by showing it is undecidable in ZFC.) Similarly, E4l, we know
that in many models for ZFC, <o* is not homeomorphic to co* . (By c*>^ we
mean the remainder in the Stone-tech compactification of a discrete set of
cardinality
<cJ, when the discrete set is removed.) Is it just a theorem
that co* is not homeomorphic to o>*, ?
The box product problem I 5] is really many problems: which infinite box
products are normal; which are paracompact ; is there a difference? Lawrence
[63 has recently shown that a box product of countably many copies of the rationals is consistently paracompact; this has long been known for locally
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compact metric spaces C 7j . There are countable box products of compact spaces which are not normal [8] and a nontrivial infinite box product having the
irrationals as one factor is not normal [93. The whole question remains a mystery except for isolated, mostly inconclusive, results.
Another rather set theoretic topological problem which has haunted me
for many years and one on which there are no partial results is the question,
is there a normal space with a 6*-disjoint basis which is not paracompact?
(We assume all spaces are Hausdorff.) A related problem is partially solved

in riOJ.
Most recently I have been working with metrizability in manifolds. A basic open question here is,are all normal manifolds collectionwise Hausdorff?
We know that it is consistent that normal manifolds not be collectionwise
normal fllj, but there are no partial results on the collectionwise Hausdorff
problem. A less basic problem of interest to me concerns the fact that the
Continuum Hypothesis can be used to construct a normal nonmetrizable manifold
with a countable, point-separating open cover [12]; can one construct such an
example without any special assumption? If so, Balogh has shown C13l that the
Lindelbf number of the space must be cardinality of the continuum.
The next group of questions all have to do with normality in products.
Such questions are tied to the shrinkability of open covers. (An open cover
•{Voc |*c e A? shrinks an open cover -tU^ |cc e A } if \ c U ^ for all &e A.) Dowker spaces are normal spaces with countable open covers which cannot be
shrunk. Is there a small Dowker space, say one of cardinality or weight co ?
We only know that the existence of such a Dowker space is consistent with ZFC.
In fact any Fowker space other than that found in tl4l would constitute a major break through. Let us call a space a se-Dowker space if it is normal and
ae is the minimal cardinality of an open- cover which cannot be shrunk. For
& > co the situation is similar to the case ae -co : we know essentialy only one real example of a oe.-Dowker space. Many questions depend on the existence of further examples. For instance, is there an co,-Dowker P-space? (A
P-space being one whose product with every metric space is normal.) The existence of such a space would prove two old conjectures of Morita (151; as of
now we only know that the existence is consistent with ZFC [16 1.
BesTagic U 7 j has a number of interesting normality questions. For instance:
(a) If every monotone open cover of a normal space X has a countable
refinement, is X Lindelbf?
(b) If X is normal and Y is a collectionwise normal perfect image of X,
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is X collectionwise normal?
(c) Suppose every open cover of X is shrinkable. If Y is compact and
X x Y is normal, is every open cover of X x Y shrinkable?
Let C (X) be the space of all continuous real valued functions on a completely regular space X, using the topology of pointwise convergence. A number of Soviet mathematicians, notably Arhangelskii tl8] have been studying
properties of C (X). Two of many open problems in this area which attract me
are: For normal C (X) is C ( X ) K C (X) always normal? For Lindelof C (X) is
C (X)xC (X) always Lindelof?
Michael's conjecture that X*° is Lindelof if X**Y is Lindelof for all
Lindelof Y also remains unproved.
Dunilla has the rather technical conjecture that a space must be 8-refinable if every directed open cover of the space has a cr-cushioned refinement.
(The related strict p-space problem has recently been solved 119J.)
These remind me of the better known conjecture that all M, spaces are M,
spaces, that is, that every stratifiable space has a #-closure preserving
open base. (See 1203 Chapter 10 for background on this and Junilla's problem.)
Z. Balogh has recently asked if there can be a closed discrete set of
cardinality ct> in a normal, first countable space, which is not a Gj'-set.
(By a theorem of W. Fleissner [21] the answer is consistently no.)
Caryn Navy 1221 has shown us normal spaces which are para-Lindelbf but
not paracompact. Could such a space be collectionwise normal?
In mathematics, when we answer one question, it leads us to another one.
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